Box 1:

Kansas - Correspondence and Clippings, 1985-1991
Kentucky, 1992-1994
Lydia King to Lx 10/4/82- Letter on Behalf of Rape Victim, 1982
NCMDR - Victim Letter, n.d.
Duplicated Victim Letter, 6/25/97, 1997
NCMDR - Victim Letter, 1995
NCMDR - Victim Letter, 1995
NCMDR - Victim Congress. Testimony, C. Coady, 1984
Testimony (Gloria Allred, Del Martin); Joe Altschuler; Los Angeles Chapter of National Council
of Jewish Women; Senate Judiciary Committee Chair Bob Wilson, 1979-1998
Restricted Access Rape Victim Letters/Testimony, 1981
Louise Croteau - Victims Correspondence, 1996
Rape Victim Letters, 1981-1996
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - Arthur Anderson (raped age 20 by 2 women), 1979
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - Marital Rape Victim, Debbie Sanford, 1985
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - "The Rapes" by Cathy Winkler, 1989
NCMDR - Survivor Letters - Janice Adams, 1996
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - Debra Hartley (PA), 1996
NCMDR - correspondence - David Schoon letter to marital rape victim, 1989
NCMDR - Rape Survivor Letter - Joyce Krentz, 1986
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - Lauri Tessler, 1987
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - "Marla", 1995
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - Kathryln Larsen, 1985
NCMDR - Survivor Letters - Thank you card from Kimberly (?), 1997
NCMDR - survivor letter - (undated) Robin Courtney, date rape victim, n.d.
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - Douglas Koffler on behalf of victim, 1996
NCMDR - survivor letter "Cindy", n.d.
NCMDR - survivor letter - undated Bill Weler on behalf of friend, n.d.
NCMDR - survival letter Mary C M, n.d.
NCMDR - survivor letters - child sexual assault, Sharon Estal, 1997
NCMDR - Survivor Letters - Judy Jones, 1993
NCMDR - survivor letter (FL) undated, unnamed, n.d.
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - Shirl Randler, marital rape victim, 1981
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - Karen VanAusdall, marital rape victim, 1981
NCMDR - Survivor Letters - (story not included), 1988
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - Tami Weber, marital rape ask for help, 1996
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - Sandra Wackerman, marital rape victim, 1983
NCMDR - Survivor Letters - Jessica Matthews, marital rape victim, 2004
NCMDR - Survivor Letters "Schlackett", n.d.
NCMDR - Survivor Letters - un dated Marialice Curran, campus date rape, n.d.
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - Anne Keck, child abuse victim, 1990
NCMD - Survivor (secondary) "I Believe You, Bettina", 2006
NCMDR - Survivor Letter "Rosie", 1996
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - Brenda Aris, battered killed husband, 1991
NCMDR - Victim - letter from survivor 11/30/95, 1995
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - child sexual abuse victim, 1989
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - marital rape victim, 1981
NCMDR - Survivor Letter Marla Page, marital rape victim, n.d.
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - marital rape victim, 1981
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - Kerry Page, acquaintance rape, 1997
NCMDR - Survivor Letters - Woman in abusive relationship w/ husband, 1998
NCMDR - Survival Letter - Amy Streible, marital rape victim, 1993
NCMDR - Survivor Letters - Diane Coler, marital rape victim, 1996
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - Anne Huffman, marital rape victim, 1985
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - child sexual abuse victim, 1982
NCMDR - Victim Letter raped in hospital, 1994?
NCMDR - Victim Letter - marital rape victim, 1996
NCMDR - Survivor Letter marital rape victim, n.d.
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - (Canada) killed attacker, 1993
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - marital abuse victim, 1993
NCMDR - Survivor - campus rape victim, 2000
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - Denise H. Randler, 1988
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - marital rape victim, 1996
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - marital rape victim, 1983
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - marital rape victim, 1981
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - marital rape victim, 1982
NCMDR - Survivor Letter - male-on-male rape victim, 2008
NCMDR - rape victim invo (personal), 1995
NCMDR - Victim Letter, NE, 1983
NCMDR - Victim Letter, 1995
NCMDR - Victim Letter and Multi-Media Supporting Material, 2014
NCMDR - FL Victim Letter and Lower Court Case, 1987
NCMDR - Original Research (Marital Rape Statutes, Multi-State), 1996
NCMDR - Victim Letter, n.d.
NCMDR - Victim Letter, 1984
NCMDR - Victim Letter, 1995
NCMDR - Victim Letter/Correspondence w/Karen Mulhauser, NARAL Washington, DC, 1981
NCMDR - query response to victim, 1983
NCMDR - Queries + Contacts (1 of 4), 1982-1983
NCMDR - Queries + Contacts (2 of 4), 1982-1983
NCMDR - Queries + Contacts (3 of 4), 1982-1983
NCMDR - Queries + Contacts (4 of 4), 1982-1983
NCMDR - Queries - March - July 1983 (1 of 4), 1983
NCMDR - Queries - March - July 1983 (2 of 4), 1983
NCMDR - Queries - March - July 1983 (3 of 4), 1983
NCMDR - Miscellaneous Correspondence + Queries, 1980-1984
NCMDR - Queries, 1982-1983
NCMDR - Queries, 1981
NCMDR, Queries, 1986 - (Paul Toscano, Charles County Community College to WHRC), 1986
NCMDR - Queries, 1981
NCMDR - Correspondence - Frederick + Vicky (+Lx) - Duplicates (1996) State-by-State Chart Project (NCOWFL), 1996
NCMDR - queries - October 1980, 1980
NCMDR - Queries - responses, 1980
NCMDR - queries for materials, 1995
NCMDR - Queries, August 4-12, 1983, 1983
NCMDR - Queries + Contacts (1 of 3), 1981-1984
NCMDR - Queries + Contacts (2 of 3), 1981-1984
NCMDR - Queries + Contacts (3 of 3), 1981-1984
NCMDR - Queries + Materials (1 of 2), 1980-1983
NCMDR - Queries + Materials (2 of 2), 1980-1983
NCMDR - Queries + Responses, 1984-1985
NCMDR - Queries - January - August, 1984, 1984
NCMDR - Requests + Queries + Victim Letter, 1981-1983
NCMDR, Queries + NCMDR Reponses, 1983